These quick release straps feature a 4,400 lb MBS ratchet, 5,000 lb MBS snap hooks, 4,000 lb MBS adjustment buckles, all attached to the main body that slips over the litter handles, which attaches to the aircraft/ambulance floor.

- 1 inch webbing MBS 3,000 lb
- Enables removal of litter from aircraft in 15 seconds
- STRONG and EASY to use

Instructions for use are on the wrap around straps adjacent to the ratchet ends.
SKED-EVAC™ Patient Litter Strap
SK-957    NSN: 6530-01-536-4145

- Constructed of Mil-Spec Type 13 Webbing and SKEDCO Aluminum Side-Release Buckle
- Featuring a protective anti-chaffing pad and free-end webbing retention system, allowing positive retention of excess webbing
- Four litter straps are recommended safely secure a patient to an approved military litter
- USAARL Testing proved the SKED-EVAC™ Patient Litter Strap ‘Superior” in strength to standard NATO and commercial litter straps tested

SKED-EVAC™ Battlefield, SKED® Litter Tie-Down Strap
SK-958

- The “Number One” Litter Attachment Strap on the market today for strength and versatility
- Custom designed by SKEDCO for rapid securing all SKED® litters to CASEVAC platforms on hand by attachment of litters to the floor or bench seats, ensuring safer evacuation
- Superior construction, to include Mil-Spec Type 13 Webbing, 5,000 lb. snap hooks and solid steel anti-twist adjustment buckle
- Enlarged snap hook loops allow for carabiner insertion, facilitating attachment to larger attachment points

SKED-EVAC™ Medical Equipment Tie-Down Strap™
SK-956    NSN: 6530-01-541-7568

- Constructed of the same ultra-strong hardware and materials as the SKED-EVAC™ Universal Litter Tie-Down Strap™
- Safely secures the gamut of medical bags, containers, hard cases and packs to CASEVAC/MEDEVAC platforms
- Rapid application/removal